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KP PARTNERSHIP NEWS

HE HONOUR of recording the

first win of 2023 for the

Kingsley Park Partnerships fell

to Kingsley Park 31’s Timewave, who

made a successful handicap debut at

Kempton Park on January 17.

A son of Sea The Stars, Timewave

was gelded at the end of a juvenile

season which saw him race three times

in novice and maiden company. Bred to

be better as a three-year-old, hopes were

high that he would be seen to better

effect over a longer trip.

A field of five horses went to post for

the mile and a half handicap. Sent into

the lead by Franny Norton from the

start, Timewave made the early running,

pursued by Logistical and Autolycus,

and was able to dictate at a steady pace.

Increasing the tempo from around four

furlongs out, Timewave went clear of

the field entering the final furlong. And

Franny eased him in the closing stages.

Dancing Gypsy and Logistical kept on

for second and third, but the pair were

flattered by the official distances of

three-quarters of a length and a neck as

Timewave had won with plenty in hand.

T

Timewave clocks up success at Kempton

Timewave wins under Franny Norton

Timewave is out of the Zafeen mare,

Five Fifteen, whose only win came in a

Listed race over a mile and a half at

Toulouse as a four-year-old. Five

Fifteen was also twice second in Group

3 events at Angers and Toulouse as a

three-year-old. 

IMEWAVE has a full sister,

Susu’s Dimples, who won a

Compiegne maiden on her

second start and who was beaten a half-

length in Deauville’s Prix Goldikova, a

Listed event over a mile, at four.
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ITH THE start of the Flat

season not far off now, there

has never been a better time

to get involved in the Kingsley Park

Partnerships. Thanks to the exploits of

such Kingsley Park graduates as Dark

Vision, Victory Command, Poet’s Society

and Rose of Kildare, the royal blue and

emerald green silks of the Kingsley Park

partnerships have become a familiar sight

on our racecourses in recent times.

And with almost 150 winners to date,

the partnerships have proved exceptionally

popular across the years, with the number

of partnerships launched annually

continuing to grow, to the extent that this

year Johnston Racing has launched no

fewer than five new partnerships,

numbered Kingsley Park 33 through to

Kingsley Park 37. Our Ready To Run

partnership (35) is already fully

subscribed, but a limited number of shares

are available in each of the other

partnerships.

Kingsley Park 33 and Kingsley Park 36

run on similar lines. Each partnership

consists of 20 shares in three juveniles

(each partnership featuring two colts and a

filly) with a view to them running for the

partnership across the 2023 and 2024

seasons, before being sold in the Horses-

In-Training Sale at Tattersalls in October

2024.

Each share will cost £8,750 (details of

deposit and instalment payments are

available on request)  with an additional

payment of £1,900 per horse due for each

horse taken into training for a second year.

As ever, partners can rely on Johnston

Racing’s double assurances regarding

these partnerships: first, that Johnston

Racing will underwrite the partnerships

(meaning that no further payments will be

required beyond those agreed at the

outset); and secondly, that all veterinary

costs, including surgery, are included in

the training fee paid by the partnership

(meaning that partners are protected from

unexpected  and potentially substantial

veterinary fees).

Partners signing up this month will be

able to join in the partners’ meeting

scheduled for mid-March, and if they act

quickly, they might be able to participate

in the naming process for the horses.

The three horses representing KP33 are

a Kodiac colt out of a half-sister to the

Group 1 winner Robin of Navan; a

Phoenix of Spain filly out of the Lawman

mare Kiltara; and a Le Havre colt out of

the Listed-placed Frankel mare Hulcote.

Running for KP36 are a Shalaa colt out

of the Galileo mare Misty Night; a

Mastercraftsman colt out of the

Leroidesanimaux mare Akvavera; and a

Phoenix of Spain filly out of a Dalakhani

mare, one of whose winners finished

fourth in the Irish Derby.

HE model for Kingsley Park 34

and Kingsley Park 37 is similar,

but these are both ‘Gold’

partnerships, the difference from 33 and

36 being that the horses in these

partnerships cost more to acquire, and

hence the initial payment for these two

partnerships is higher, at £16,450. The

terms and conditions, and those important

assurances, also apply to KP34-Gold and

KP37-Gold.

Both new Gold partnerships also feature

Limited shares 
W

The KP 36’s Mastercraftsman colt out of Akvavera (nearside)
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KP 37-Gold’s  Wootton Bassett colt out of Victoria College

two colts and a filly. KP34-Gold will be

represented by a Wootton Bassett colt out

of the Listed-winning Dubai Destination

mare Brasileira; a Highland Reel colt out

of Recambe, the dam of the multiple

Group 1 winner Laurens; and a Sea The

Stars filly out of the Listed-winning

Captain Rio mare Jane’s Memory.

Team KP37-Gold features a Zoffany

colt out of the German Oaks winner,

Rosenreihe; a Wootton Bassett colt out of

the Listed-placed Rock of Gibraltar mare

Victoria College; and a Ten Sovereigns

filly out of the Street Sense mare Big

Boned, whose 3 winners to date include a

Group 3 scorer in Germany.

The growth and success of the Kingsley

Park partnerships over the last few years

has been a major part of the Johnston

Racing success story. We’d be delighted to

welcome new partners into the fold and

can assure you of a warm welcome at

Kingsley Park.

Full terms and conditions are available

on the website, while our staff in the

Johnston Racing office will be happy to

answer any of your questions.

 still available

KP 34-Gold’s Highland Reel colt out of Recambe

The KP 34-Gold’s Sea The Stars filly
out of Jane’s Memory (nearside)

canters upsides the KP 37-Gold’s Ten
Sovereigns filly out of Big Boned


